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ABOUT UNIONS TASMANIA 

1. Unions Tasmania has a long and proud history of advocating for working people in 

Tasmania. Initially established as the Trades and Labor Council of Hobart in 1883, and 

now operating as Unions Tasmania, there is no other Tasmanian peak body dedicated 

to giving a voice to working people. For over 135 years, Unions Tasmania has been 

advocating for the improvement of wages, conditions, safety and living standards for 

working Tasmanians and their families.  

 

2. Unions Tasmania has 23 affiliate unions with approximately 50,000 members. We 

represent workers across industry, in the private and public sector. Unions Tasmania is 

also the local branch of the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU).  

 

INTRODUCTION 

3. Two days out from the close of this budget consultation process, the Premier used his 

State of the State address to make substantial spending commitments and sweeping 

structural changes. That timeframe does not allow for detailed consideration of all the 

announced measures. We do nevertheless submit that some of these measures are 

conspicuously problematic for workers and we believe for the wider community, such 

as the attack on Tasmania’s public TAFE, and the absence of a detailed jobs plan.  

 

4. Tasmanians have experienced deep economic and social hardships because of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic continues to have uneven impacts on Tasmanian 

workers, depending not only on their industry sector, but also on their age, gender, 

location, and their pre-existing job and income security. While we have no COVID 

cases in our community at the time of writing, we are mindful that this can change 

rapidly and that travel, border and movement restrictions continue to impact our 

working lives. As a result, many Tasmanian workers still acutely feel the effects and 

stress of the pandemic.  

 

5. Coming into the COVID-19 pandemic, Tasmanian workers and their families were 

already hurting from continued low wage growth, ongoing attacks on job security 

from casualisation, outsourcing, cuts to essential public services, and wage and 

superannuation theft. These issues continue to require attention at both State and 

Federal levels of government. Whilst the Federal Government has focussed its efforts 

on making new laws to cut workers’ pay and conditions, further entrenching inequality 

in our country, the Tasmanian Government could be taking much stronger actions in 

these areas to protect and advance the interests of Tasmanians.  

 

6. Tasmanian workers need a bold plan for equitable economic growth, with good, well-

paid, secure jobs at its centre. Our submission outlines the key concerns of union 

members in important areas such as just transition, job security, support for workers, 

training and workplace safety. We put forward recommendations that we believe will 

contribute to a stronger, fairer economy for all Tasmanians. We remain willing and 

available to work with the Gutwein Government on implementation of our 

recommendations. 
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JUST TRANSITION AND SUSTAINABLE NEW JOBS 

7. Climate change is a workers’ issue. Technological change is a workers’ issue.  It effects 

every industry and every sector. Our economy is transitioning and it’s happening 

without a plan to support workers. Too often, when industries close or businesses shut 

their doors, it is workers who are left bearing the brunt of that change. Economic 

transition doesn’t have to be like that. There are local and international examples of 

change being managed so that workers don’t end up on the scrap heap. This can 

only happen in Tasmania if we make a conscious, collaborative plan for it. 

 

8. Tasmania should position itself for new industry growth that is not only strong but 

importantly, equitable. Tasmania is very well positioned to make a just transition but 

needs immediate investment in publicly owned renewable generation, 

manufacturing and distribution to protect consumers, and we need to provide 

meaningful retraining opportunities for displaced workers in vacating industries. We 

need the Government investing in new industries that provide good, secure, well-

paying jobs in a renewable energy future. And we need genuine collaboration with 

both unions and employers to plan this growth. 

 

9. In 2020, Unions Tasmania surveyed nearly 2,000 workers about their priorities for COVID-

19 recovery. The vast majority (three-quarters) of respondents told us that they want 

to see a multi-faceted recovery plan supporting a range of industries.1. Workers want 

to see investment being tied to clear job outcomes. 

 

10. In addition to publicly owned renewable energy, the Tasmanian government should 

consider conditional co-investment in strategic industries, which have not only an 

export orientation and strong supply chain linkages in the local economy, but which 

also have a strong potential to pay high and rising incomes, such as manufacturing, 

arts and entertainment, sustainable energy and manufacturing, food production and 

higher education. We note the analysis of these sectors in the 2020 Centre for Future 

Work report2 into Tasmania’s economic recovery, and support the principles that co-

investment in strategic industries should occur in a way that involves strong 

consultation with workers and the community, and that seeks to maximise social, 

environmental and longer-term benefits. 

 

11. We make the following recommendations. 

 

11.1. The Tasmanian Government establish an Energy Transition Authority at a state 

level (and advocate for a federal Energy Transition Authority) and commit to a 

genuine, tri-partite planning process for a just transition, with Tasmanian unions 

and employers. This process should be focussed on: 

11.1.1. Transforming Tasmania into a global renewable energy powerhouse, with 

a jobs and industry plan to make it work for Tasmanians; 

11.1.2. Delivering affordable electricity to serve the Tasmanian community; and 

11.1.3. Growing the Tasmanian economy and creating good jobs. 

 
1 Unions Tasmania (2021) COVID-19 Recovery Survey. 

https://unionstas.com.au/media/1613/utas_covidsurvey_results.pdf Accessed 19 March 2021 
2 Nahum, D. (November 2020) The Choices We Make: The Economic Future of Tasmania 

https://www.futurework.org.au/the_economic_future_of_tasmania Accessed 18 March 2021 

https://unionstas.com.au/media/1613/utas_covidsurvey_results.pdf
https://www.futurework.org.au/the_economic_future_of_tasmania
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11.2. The Tasmanian Government establishes and resources a program of conditional 

co-investment in strategic industry sectors, that involves strong consultation with 

workers and the community, and that seeks to maximise social, environmental 

and longer-term benefits to Tasmanians. 

 

MORE PUBLIC SERVICES 

12. The public service supports Tasmanian workers, families, and businesses daily, whether 

at the most highly cited areas of frontline health, aged care, housing, education and 

training; or in delivering projects to keep Tasmanians connected, safe and strong, 

managing resources and infrastructure, supporting economic growth, or the many 

other roles that keep our state moving. 

 

13. In our Recovery Survey3,when asked what a better Tasmania looks like, a bigger public 

sector was a clear priority identified by Tasmanian workers, with 39% of those surveyed 

calling for increased services to build a resilient community and economy. 

 

14. Public services were a recurring theme throughout the survey, and expressly identified 

by one in three workers as a priority area for government investment. Respondents also 

highlighted the opportunity to drive economic growth with direct public sector 

employment. Overall, close to 60% of respondents wanted more public services. 

 

15. The Tasmanian Government has an opportunity to boost job and income security for 

Tasmanians by ‘backsourcing’ or returning public sector services that have previously 

been outsourced to the private sector wholly back to the public sector. This is desirable 

to ensure quality of services, accountability of public spending and cost efficiency. 

Profit motives work against good public service outcomes. 

 

16. We make the following recommendations: 

 

16.1. The Tasmanian Government purposefully expands the size and capacity of 

Tasmania’s public service, to fill gaps in essential service delivery, to implement 

the government’s recovery plans, to return failed privatisation experiments to 

public hands and as a direct employment measure. 

 

JOB SECURITY AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT 

17. Unions Tasmania is very concerned that the Premier’s budget announcements this 

week do not appear to include a jobs plan that considers actual outcomes for 

Tasmanian workers. 

 

 
3 Unions Tasmania (2021) COVID-19 Recovery Survey. 

https://unionstas.com.au/media/1613/utas_covidsurvey_results.pdf Accessed 19 March 2021 

https://unionstas.com.au/media/1613/utas_covidsurvey_results.pdf
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18. Job security is a long-standing major concern of working Tasmanians and the 

increased casualisation of the workforce in both the private and public sectors is 

diminishing the living standards of Tasmanian families. Insecure work is destabilising for 

working people of all ages. Casual work does not deliver the financial security needed 

to secure housing, make plans from one week to the next, or establish a family. 

 

19. Worryingly, increasing casualisation can also jeopardise worker safety on the job, with 

insecurely employed workers more fearful of speaking up about safety concerns in the 

workplace, because they are worried about losing their job. This problem is seen 

repeatedly in all kinds of workplaces, from retail to construction to healthcare and as 

we have all seen this year, even to the halls of democracy in the Federal Parliament.  

20. In April 2020, the Premier established an Economic and Social Recovery Advisory 

Council (PESRAC) to advise him on how best to support Tasmania's short, medium, and 

longer-term recovery from COVID-19. In their July Interim Report, PESRAC identified 

high levels of casual and part time work as vulnerabilities for Tasmanians and our 

economy.  

21. The Interim Report identified that a high proportion of Tasmania's workforce is working 

casually and that 51% of people working less than 35 hours per week were casual. 

Tasmania also has a high proportion of its workforce (42%) who are part time 

compared against the national figure of 33%.4  

22. The Tasmanian Government should lead by example in offering job security to its 

workforce. The practice of ongoing, permanent positions being replaced by casual 

jobs or rolling fixed term contracts needs to end. Employees should have clear 

pathways to convert from casual to permanent employment. ‘Top up’ employment 

practices are an insidious form of job insecurity, whereby the state government is 

obtaining the benefits of a full-time workforce, without employees receiving the 

benefits of income security that should come from that. Workers in various agencies 

are being employed with minimal guaranteed hours, for example 10 hours per week 

or 50 hours per year, despite regularly working up to full-time hours, and being 

expected to always remain available, without that security being reciprocated. 

 

23. Underemployment continues to impact Tasmanian workers and their families, with 

some 25,000 Tasmanians reporting that they are underemployed5. People don’t have 

enough paid work, and many are pushed by employers to work extra hours for free. 

Underemployment should be recognised by the Tasmanian government as a crucial 

issue to be addressed in our economy, as well as in the Government’s own projects. 

 

24. We make the following recommendations. 

 

24.1. The Tasmanian Government recognises job security as a critical issue for all 

working people. We further recommend the Tasmanian Government take 

 
4 Premier’s Social and Economic Recovery Advisory Council, ‘Interim Report’, (Tasmania: Department of Treasury 

and Finance, July 2020), p. 12 
5 Australian Bureau of Statistics (Reference period: February 2021) Labour Force, Australia 

[https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/labour/employment-and-unemployment/labour-force-australia/latest-

release#underemployment], ABS Website, accessed 18 March 2021 
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measures to ensure job security in its own workforce and then consider what 

strategies it can employ to encourage business to engage employees in secure 

work. 

 

24.2. The Tasmanian Government adopts a clear focus on tackling the problem of 

underemployment across all employment related initiatives. 

 

WAGE THEFT 

25. Stopping wage theft remains a top priority for Tasmanian workers. Workers and their 

unions are regularly confronted with employers who deliberately do not comply with 

legal minimum wages and Awards, do not pay employers for the full range of duties 

or hours worked, do not pay superannuation or other employee entitlements, falsify 

employment records, or fail to keep employment records. Examples across a range of 

Tasmanian industries have been reported in the media and Unions Tasmania has long 

called for penalties to be put in place to curb this illegal business practice.6  

 

26. Inexplicably, the Federal Government just this week scrapped its own proposed wage 

theft legislation from the IR Omnibus Bill, despite support from both employers and 

unions. The proposed creation of a national regime for stopping wage theft came on 

the back of a 2019 Senate Inquiry, yet to deliver its findings, into wage underpayment 

nationally7. 

 

27. Nevertheless, other jurisdictions including Queensland, Western Australia, the 

Australian Capital Territory and Victoria have already moved on this issue. In 

Queensland alone, a state government inquiry identified billions of dollars in unpaid 

wages and superannuation, imposing significant costs on workers, their families, 

businesses, and the economy8. Building an evidence base such as this for Tasmania 

would be a powerful first step in tackling wage theft locally. 

 

28. As a major consumer of goods and services in its own right, the Tasmanian 

Government could also use its spending power to encourage ethical employment 

practices, by ruling out suppliers of goods and services who do not uphold their legal 

obligations to their workers, for example through wage theft or unsafe working 

conditions. 

 

29. We make the following recommendations. 

 

29.1. The Tasmanian Government resources and undertakes a comprehensive inquiry 

into wage theft in Tasmania, with a view to legislating to tackle the problem. 

 

 
6 Munday, J. "Talking Point: Tough penalties must be put in place to protect workers’ wages" The Mercury Newspaper 

[Hobart] 4 October 2018, pages 18-19. 
7 Senate Standing Committees on Economics Inquiry into Unlawful underpayment of employees' remuneration, 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/Underpaymentofwages, 

Accessed 18 March 2021 

8 Queensland Government, November 2018, A fair day’s pay for a fair day’s work? Exposing the true cost of wage 

theft in Queensland, Report No. 9, 56th Parliament, Education, Employment and Small Business Committee, viewed 

18 March 2021, https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/Documents/TableOffice/TabledPapers/2018/5618T1921.pdf 

https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Economics/Underpaymentofwages
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29.2. The Tasmanian Government allocate funds and conduct an ethical supply chain 

audit of all state procurement, to identify where obligations to workers are not 

being met, including but not limited to wage theft, and use this to inform future 

government policy. 

 

REGULATE LABOUR HIRE 

30. Labour hire as a form of casual work in Australia is recognised as one in which basic 

employment conditions such as correct pay, superannuation and workers 

compensation are not reliably met and where even a state government can be given 

short shrift, with payroll taxes being dodged. 

 

31. Numerous labour hire companies are operating in an unregulated environment in 

Tasmania, although other jurisdictions have already moved to address this including 

Queensland, South Australia and Victoria. 

 

32. We therefore make the following recommendation. 

 

32.1. The Tasmanian Government develops a licencing scheme for labour hire 

companies. 

 

PORTABLE LONG SERVICE LEAVE 

33. Thousands of Tasmanian workers are not able to accrue Long Service Leave despite 

their continued commitment to work, due to the contract and short-term, insecure 

nature of work in certain sectors. 

 

34. This contributes to income inequality and affects the well-being of people working in 

these physically demanding sectors over long periods of time, by denying them the 

opportunity to take paid long service leave. 

 

35. The creation of a Tasmanian scheme for portable long service leave covering the 

community services, disability and aged care, contract cleaning and security sectors 

would make a significant impact on the economic security of some of Tasmania’s 

lowest paid working people and there is substantial engagement and support for this 

from Tasmanian workers9. 

 

36. We make the following recommendation. 

 

36.1. The Tasmanian Government establishes a Portable Long Service Leave scheme, 

similar to that in the construction industry, for the community services, cleaning 

and security and other contracting sectors. 

 
9 Health and Community Services Union and United Voice, 2016, Portable Long Service Leave Scheme for the 

Tasmanian community services, disability and aged care, contract cleaning and security sectors, Accessed 18 

March 2021, https://issuu.com/hacsutasmania/docs/plsl_discussionpaper_final_issuu   

https://issuu.com/hacsutasmania/docs/plsl_discussionpaper_final_issuu
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BUILDING KNOWLEDGE ON RIGHTS AT WORK AND SUPPORTING VULNERABLE WORKERS 

37. Exploitation of workers continues to occur in Tasmania, particularly amongst 

vulnerable groups of workers such as students, young people and migrants, involving 

wage theft, racism, illegal and unsafe working conditions. High profile instances before 

in recent years include contract cleaners ripped off in Tasmanian supermarkets10, visa 

holder harassment and wage theft at a Tasmanian hotel11, and more than 100 

plasterers subjected to visa harassment and wage theft on the Royal Hobart Hospital 

redevelopment project12.  

 

38. We know that there are many more instances of vulnerable Tasmanian workers being 

exploited and bullied by employers. We also know that underpayment of wages and 

failure to provide safe workplaces results in injury and loss to individual workers and has 

implications for the broader economy as well, for example in lost domestic 

consumption, or medical rehabilitation costs. This undermines the objectives of 

economic growth and improved living standards for Tasmanian people. 

 

39. In recent years, Unions Tasmania has advocated for the establishment under our 

auspices of Workers’ Centres to directly engage with vulnerable groups of workers, 

and to build understanding of workplace rights. In the economic upheaval 

accompanying the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for all workers to have access to 

information and support has been more apparent. 

 

40. Unions Tasmania is successfully operating a COVID Worker Helpline with support from 

the Tasmanian Government, as a temporary measure providing support to workers 

whose jobs have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Whilst this service has 

been promoted in relation to COVID-19, from the conversations our industrial 

organisers are having with workers, a clear gap has been identified in general 

knowledge of workplace rights amongst Tasmanian workers. It is evident that the 

community need for such a service will continue beyond the life of this initiative, 

particularly for insecure workers, young workers and migrant workers. 

 

41. This need could be met by establishing an ongoing Workers Rights Centre, bringing 

together the industrial and work health and safety expertise of Unions Tasmania and 

its affiliate unions, spanning all sectors of work in the state, with education about issues 

regarding workplace safety and rights, support and assistance in resolving workplace 

issues.  

 

42. We make the following recommendations. 

 

 
10 Fair Work Ombudsman, February 2018, Inquiry into the procurement of cleaners in Tasmanian supermarkets, 

Accessed 18 March 2021, https://www.fairwork.gov.au/reports/inquiry-into-the-procurement-of-cleaners-in-

tasmanian-supermarkets 
11 The Examiner Newspaper, 28 May 2018, Fair Work Ombudsman fines former owner of Scamander Beach Resort 

Hotel Chang Yen Chang, viewed 5 December 2018, https://www.examiner.com.au/story/5430785/fair-work-

ombudsman-fines-former-owner-of-scamander-beach-resort-hotel/ 
12 The Mercury Newspaper, 5 September 2018, A workforce of mostly Chinese nationals are claiming their pay is 

being docked by bosses, viewed 5 December 2018,  https://www.themercury.com.au/news/a-workforce-of-mostly-

chinese-nationals-are-claiming-their-pay-is-being-docked-by-bosses/news-

story/b95eef58e3affbb855da4c57b8781cad 
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42.1. The Tasmanian Government allocates funding of $250,000 for the establishment 

of a Workers Rights Centre within Unions Tasmania to support vulnerable workers. 

 

42.2. The Tasmanian Government allocates resources to build and implement, in 

partnership with unions and employers, curriculum content about workers’ rights 

and the roles of employers, government and unions in the world of work. 

 

APPRENTICESHIPS AND TRAINING 

43. The apprenticeship and training system should be strengthened to meet Tasmania’s 

needs for economic growth, and to ensure that Tasmanian workers are well positioned 

for jobs in the future. We use the term apprentice in this submission to refer to both 

apprentices and trainees. 

 

44. Vocational skills are central to the creation of a well-educated, socially capable and 

resilient population with the skills to face the future. Vocational education and training 

are essential to creating industries and enterprises that are responsive to changes in 

technology and the national and world economy and can compete globally and 

provide secure employment and career path opportunities for workers.  

 

45. A skilled and adaptable workforce is essential to productivity and represents a high 

value public good that is worthy of public investment. However, the number of 

apprenticeships in Tasmania has dropped in recent years. The Tasmanian Government 

is a major procurer of building, construction and maintenance works, and has 

prioritised construction spending as part of its COVID-19 recovery strategy, so it is well-

placed to insist that publicly funded projects deliver real apprenticeships and training 

to Tasmanian workers, by mandating a ratio for publicly funded projects. 

 

46. In recent years, we have seen the beginnings of a push by some employers in 

Tasmania for institutional delivery of apprenticeships, meaning that apprentices would 

be enrolled with an educational institution but without the security of a training 

contract to ensure that they emerge at the completion of their apprenticeship with 

recognised and industry-relevant qualifications. Rather they would be expected to 

shop themselves around for any work experience they could get, without a structured 

work experience process or assured quality of training. We remain of the view that 

such a system should be resisted and dismissed as it would reduce financial security 

and professional outcomes for the apprentice, as well as deliver second-class 

apprentices to industry, representing a poor return on investment for public funds. 

 

47. Unions Tasmania wholly rejects the proposal to turn our public TAFE into a Government 

Business Enterprise. This move would be simply privatisation by another name of an 

utterly essential public service that supports Tasmania’s growth. We echo the concerns 

of public sector unions that such a move would result in poor employment outcomes 

Tasmanian workers at TAFE’s 12 locations across the state, as well as diminished 

accessibility and outcomes for students, especially in regional areas, noting the failed 

privatisation experiment of TAFE in South Australia, resulting in dozens of campus 

closures to meet profit imperatives. TAFE must be kept public and returned to its former 

status as a centre of excellence. 
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48. We make the following recommendations. 

 

48.1. The Tasmanian Government ensure that a ratio of at least one in five of workers 

on projects it funds, and likewise in Government Business Enterprises, are 

apprentices, and resources appropriate employees empowered to ensure 

compliance with this ratio. 

 

48.2. The Tasmanian Government keeps TAFE public, and commits to appropriate 

funding to ensure that TAFE can deliver the quality of programs that the community 

needs, as well as fund the day to day running costs associated with these 

programs. 

 

48.3. The Tasmanian Government maintains the existing program of training contract-

based apprenticeships and rejects any push to institutional delivery. 

 

KEEPING WORKERS SAFE ON THE JOB 

49. Last year alone there were 7,636 injuries sustained by Tasmanian workers13, and despite 

growth in the number of businesses operating in recent years, staffing of workplace 

safety regulator, WorkSafe Tasmania, has declined more than 40% from 157 in 201314  

to about 89 this year15  including inspectors and other staff. 

 

50. It is our view that there are now too few inspectors to adequately cover Tasmanian 

worksites and further, that the loss of specialised inspectors with industry-specific 

expertise, leaves Tasmanian workers vulnerable to gaps in coverage. This is especially 

the case for workers in high-risk industries such as construction and transport. 

 

51. Unions Tasmania strongly endorses the recommendations of the Australian Human 

Rights Commission’s Respect@Work report into workplace sexual harassment. It is 

abundantly clear that safety from gendered violence is a high priority issue that must 

urgently be addressed in the workplace. 

 

52. Statewide, official statistics report 81 work related fatalities in the last ten years (2010-

2019)16. These are shocking statistics that only tell part of the picture about the number 

of deaths due to work in Tasmania. They don’t, for example, include suicides of first 

responders who take their lives at home, a range of transport related fatalities or other 

illnesses that workers develop because of their job that lead to their death.  

 

 
13 WorkSafe Tasmania, 2020, Tasmania Industry Overview, Statewide Analysis: 2019 Work Health and Safety 

Performance, p4,  https://worksafe.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/572127/2019-industry-report-

Statewide.pdf, accessed 19 March 2021 
14 Tasmanian Government, 2013, Department of Justice Annual Report 2012-2013, viewed 19 Match 2021,  

http://stors.tas.gov.au/au-7-0023-00287  
15 Tasmanian Government, 2020, Department of Justice Annual Report 2019-2020, viewed 19 March 2021, 

https://www.justice.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/588064/doj_annualreport20_V4.pdf   
16 WorkSafe Tasmania, 2020, Tasmania Industry Overview, Statewide Analysis: 2019 Work Health and Safety 

Performance, p5,  https://worksafe.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/572127/2019-industry-report-

Statewide.pdf accessed 19 March 2021 

http://stors.tas.gov.au/au-7-0023-00287
https://www.justice.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/588064/doj_annualreport20_V4.pdf
https://worksafe.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/572127/2019-industry-report-Statewide.pdf
https://worksafe.tas.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/572127/2019-industry-report-Statewide.pdf
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53. Appallingly, in the case of workplace deaths, Tasmanian families have experienced 

time and again the callous disregard of some employers which, even where they are 

at fault, seem to treat the fines as a cost of doing business.  

 

54. Industrial manslaughter legislation is necessary to deter employers from risking the 

safety of Tasmanians in their workplaces. We have raised the need for industrial 

manslaughter laws in previous submissions, and the case for such laws has been made 

compellingly in the Boland Review of Model WHS laws.  

 

55. In addition to industrial manslaughter laws, Tasmanian families deserve a fitting place 

where they can remember their loved ones who did not make it home. The Workers’ 

Memorial (or Commemorative) Park exists in Invermay’s Elizabeth Gardens. It was 

opened in 2011 following years of tireless work from unions, community members, and, 

in particular, Guy and Karen Hudson whose son Matthew was killed at the Blue Ribbon 

meatworks in 2004.  

 

56. Plans were designed for the Park with Stage 1 being completed to allow for opening 

eight years ago. Since then, the Park has remained unfunded and unfinished. The Park 

was intended to include a BBQ area, walkways and work-related installations. Without 

these additions, the Park is not being utilised to its full potential by the public and there 

exists a missed opportunity to use the Park to educate the community on the 

importance of safety at work.  

 

57. Unions Tasmania would gladly facilitate tours of the Park and other education 

initiatives if it were completed to its original design or similar. Conceptual estimates for 

the completion of the Park put the cost at around $300,000, though we are confident 

in a competitive process and/or through seeking the support of local business, this cost 

could be driven down. The completion of the Park would mean so much to the families 

of workers killed on the job, many of whom attend our service to mark their passing 

each year on International Workers’ Memorial Day.  

 

58. We therefore recommend the following measures. 

 

58.1. The Tasmanian Government increases staffing of WorkSafe Tasmania, to increase 

the number of inspectors overall, as well as to ensure that individual inspectors 

with industry-specific expertise are in place to manage safety issues for specific 

industries. 

 

58.2. The Tasmanian Government commit to resourcing and fully implementing all 34 

recommendations of the Boland Review. 

 

58.3. The Tasmanian Government advocates for the Federal Government to fully 

implement all 55 recommendations of the Australian Human Rights Commission’s 

Respect@Work report into workplace sexual harassment. 

 

58.4. The Tasmanian Government introduce industrial manslaughter legislation and 

appropriately resource its implementation. 

 

58.5. The Tasmanian Government provide funding for the completion of the Workers’ 

Commemorative Park.   


